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"Gr yphon" by Tove  Vivekanand
2022 Evergreen Cover Competition Winner

During the 2021-2022 school year, students 
on both the middle and upper school 

campuses submitted student-created pieces to 
our  Evergreen cover competition. After 
Spring Break vacation, students on both 

Greenhills' campuses voted for their favorite 
piece of art from the images submitted by 

over a dozen students. As the winner of this 
year's cover competition, it is our honor to 
display Tove Vivekanand's digital art titled 

"Gryphon" on the front cover of this volume. 
Thank you as well to all of the students who 

submitted their artwork this year!     

-  The   Ever gr een   

Edit or ial  Boar d
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edit or 's  not e

It only began to feel real when the magnets arrived. We had been meeting since about February to discuss 

our submissions, starting with our artistic pieces which we laid out on the table in an overlapping quilt of 

colors, crowding around like editorial Knights of the Round Table. 

So when we started discussing our pieces, it was a bit of a mess. 

If someone was waxing poetic on the meaning of life they had found in this painting?s use of color, then 

the person across the table was stuck looking at the King Trump Meme that was overlapping it.

Then, Ms. Conti had an ingenious suggestion. She said, why don't we hang the pictures on the board. 

Getting up, pointing to pieces, shifting them around on the board as we adjusted our layout, felt 

professional,  except when pieces would fall off the board, or it would take a bloody fingertip to secure the 

pushpins, or when I tripped over a computer charger. 

But when those magnets arrived, everything that was chaotic shifted into place. We sat at the table and 

watched our book grow on that whiteboard. Though we talked over ourselves, lost our vision, and 

backtracked multiple times, our process was streamlined. And for the first time, with our layout hanging 

easily on the board with those multicolored magnets, anyone could have walked in and seen that we 

meant business, that we were the Evergreen Editorial Team. 

Everyone who came to the meetings, before and after our magnet delivery, had an essential influence on 

the final product. Ms. Conti was absolutely incredible as she guided us through the process of building a 

book from scratch and made sure we remained purposeful in our designing. This book would quite 

literally not exist without the writers and artists whose words and art fill these pages. Thank you for 

allowing us to celebrate your work. 

Lastly, The Evergreen has been many things: a yearbook, a ten-page pamphlet, a magazine, an anthology: 

and for a while, it was dormant, but now it is back in print. I hope when you?re done reading, you realize 

that, though this magazine has come and gone, the creative community at Greenhills truly is evergreen. 

I am so proud of this book. We hope you enjoy. It's been a long time. 

Ridhi Gupta
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Colophon

Language : Please note that this volume includes pieces from upper school and middle school 
students. As such, the more mature pieces may have language deemed unsuitable for the youngest 
members of our community. Instead of editing these voices, we wanted to respect their artistic 
visions. Please use your best judgment as you sit down to peruse these pages.  Thank you for 
accepting our creatives as they are. We are so proud of their willingness to showcase their work.

MCD : this author won a 2022 McDowell Award for their assigned category.

MCD HM : this author earned an Honorable Mention from the McDowell Awards committee. 

* An Asterisk : the editors printed an excerpt of this writer's original piece. Please scan the QR 
code on page 56 to read the full piece.

A  Few  Not es
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He had buried her himself.

He didn?t have much upper body strength, but 
could still lift a shovel. After all, that?s all you 
need to bury a body. A shovel and some dirt. 
And the body.

It was dark and he was small, and the morticians 
usually delivered bodies to the graveyard during 
the night, so getting into the cemetery was easy. 
He only had to hide from a mortician once, 
ducking behind a stall and waiting for the 
footsteps to fade with his heart hammering. 
Once he found a bare patch of dirt set back from 
the other graves, he took his shovel and dug.

Digging a grave was no different from cleansing 
a moat?s walls of blood. Long and difficult, 
leaving his arms feeling like weights. Both had 
the sense of unreality, the feel of desecrating a 
shrine, the smell of blood and death that latched 
on to his skin and followed him everywhere he 
went like a stray dog.

Sweat dripped down his brow, but they felt like 
dewdrops. The alluring song of the apricusidius 
flowers drifted down to him from their 
meadow, and he wished that he were a bird. His 
arms hurt. Birds didn?t have arms. He could just 
fly up out of this moat and leave this wretched 
city.

He was tired. So, so tired. He supposed that he 
could take a break, just a quick one, to rest his 
limbs and let his mind wander further.

The brush fell from his hands and landed on the 
floor, splashing the fetid water on his pants and 
smock. His back against the wall, he slid down to 
the floor, wrapped his arms around his knees, 
and made fists with his trembling hands. His 
breath came in ragged gasps.

His mother was standing in front of him.

He wet his lips and swallowed. ?Hello, Mother,? 

he said in the dry croak of one who hasn?t 
spoken in days.

She was wearing the dress he?d buried her in: a 
long, cotton dress, white with lace on the collar 
and sleeves. Her hair, which she?d always kept 
short and practical, cascaded over her shoulders 
and framed her face- although it was more of a 
broken frame, the artwork it contained broken 
as well. Her face and clothes were smudged with 
dirt.

But she still looked beautiful. And she still 
smelled like strawberries.

She tilted her head at him and smiled- and her 
smile was like the sun.

He tried to return the smile, but couldn?t. ?I?m 
sorry.?

His mother put a delicate finger to her lips. 
Shush, she seemed to tell him. It?s alright now.

He shook his head. ?I?m sorry.?

Something in her eyes hardened and her smile 
grew more serious. She held out her hand. In it 
was a blue flower.

Without hesitation, he took it and lifted it to his 
nose, breathing in the sweet scent.

He saw nothing but her and the flower. And he 
didn?t even see all of the flower; he didn?t notice 
the petals blacken and crumble under his touch. 
He didn?t notice the dark spots that had started 
to spread from his fingertips. He didn?t notice 
the blood on her hands, or the blood on his own.

She bent down and pressed her cold lips against 
his forehead then leaned forward to whisper in 
his ear.

 ?Sleep, my child.?

 He closed his eyes.

Bl ue, noel l e   kel l er

MeadoW, EMmA  Zhang
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Tulcee is an unimportant town.

children grow, 

parents become grandparents, 

and a grandparent becomes the namesake for the 
child?s newborn baby girl.

no one from Tulcee was saved from a fire 

and the people who came out of this town have never 
been

president,

never achieved much of anything at all.

sure,

Little Margie took her first steps today in this town, 

and 

yes

Mr. Zelman closed up his shop of forty years this 
evening for the very last time. 

it?s true that 

Ariel?s fantasy became reality this morning,

 and that Tristan made this fantasy come true. 

but nothing worth noting. 

However?

if one were to note the happenings of Tulcee, 

one would mention that Little Margie?s father 
recorded her

triumph

on a camcorder,

while his wife 

shook

her 

head cynically claiming that 

technology will be the death of us all.

Little Margie will look back in 

ten years when she?s

not so

little

anymore, 

and

roll her eyes at her dad?s 

m e t i c u l o u s

videoing, but look back in 

twenty

and smile, 

hoping her mom would 

forgive her for where she is now:

working 

for 

Microsoft. 

sunf l ower , 
swat I  gupta
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Not hing wor t h  not ing, anna  Jude
And, 

of course,

if one 

were

 to remember the events of this past week, they would 
know that

 it was

 r

    a

        i

           n

                i

                   n

                        g 

when Mr. Zelman 

closed 

up his pawn shop and left for a 

final time. 

they would

remember 

that the man

opened 

his spotted umbrella and let 

instinct 

carry him to 

whatever 

was next. 

a postcard would appear a few weeks later: 

the wind led him 

(and his umbrella) to Wyoming. 

(whatever the hell was in Wyoming). 

Apparently 

Mr. Zelman was 

chasing his dreams to become the next 

Tony Randell, 

and no one in Tulcee 

had the heart to tell him 

that he was looking

for New York. 

Yes, 

if one 

were

 to tell others about the town, 

they would not forget fifteen-year-old 

Ariel, 

who finally summoned up the 

courage

to ask out the boy she had been 

(not so clandestinely) lusting

over for 

two years. 

They would say that her freckled face shone

brighter,

her step 

lighter 

as she ran home that evening, 

because Tristan said 

yes. 

They were going to dinner

next 

Saturday, 

but Ariel?s mother would be in the 

hospital 

next

Saturday, 

and her date would have to be                  pushed off. 

Tristan?s interest would 

fizzle out 

as Ariel kept having

family emergencies (her alcoholic mother wasn?t 
doing much for her social life) 

but 

years later they would reconnect and their flame 
would burn

just

as 

bright. 

But right now, 

Ariel is 

content and 

unaware.

But 

of course, 

no one from Tulcee was saved from a fire,

no one had been president, 

the people who came out of this town never 
achieved much of anything at all.

sure, 

children grow,

parents become grandparents, 

and a grandparent becomes the namesake for the 
child?s newborn baby boy. 

but nothing worth noting.
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FADE IN:

INT. PRE-K/KINDERGARTEN SCHOOL HALLWAY- DAY

A miffed, middle-aged man speed-walks down the hallway. A  sticker on his Hawaiian pineapple T-shirt reads MR. D. 
TIONARY, Kindergarten Teacher. He is gangly for an adult with  a kind face when at rest, but at present, a most 
disturbing  subject is clearly weighing on his mind. He walks with his  nose in a folder full of loose-leafed pages; the 
folder has  sparkly rainbow unicorns on the front-- kindergarten style.  

MR. TIONARY

(murmurs to self)

Should have known?from summer

orientation, I really really should?ve

known.

MR. Tionary looks up from the folder and slows pace as he passes  the colorful Kindergarten cubbies. His expression 
drifts into  one of a rather fitful reverie.  

CUT TO:

FLASHBACK- CUBBY HALLWAY OUTSIDE KINDERGARTEN CLASSROOM- DAY

PARENTS congregate in cramped hallway space outside the  Glacier Lake Kindergarten main classroom. Casual 
CHATTER and  lively CHILDREN?S PRATTLE fills the school. 

Mr. Tionary walks through the crowd greeting parents and  prospective Kindergarten students.  

MR. TIONARY

(to one parent)

(words cut in and out with the surrounding chatter)

Yes, yes, Glacier Lake is really a top-notch Kindergarten?very good education?helped design the curriculum 
myself!...ABC?s, 123?s, all the essentials a 5-year-old really needs to know to  take on 1st grade next year.

MR.TIONARY (CONT?D)

(to child of parent)

And what?s your name?

LITTLE BOY

Me?s Waiden! I?m this many!

Little boy holds out five stubby fingers.

Mir iam Webst er , MidnighT  Gat es
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MR. TIONARY

A pleasure to meet you Rai?

A commanding female voice interjects from the CHATTERING crowd behind Mr. Tionary.

YET-TO-BE-IDENTIFIED SPEAKER

Excuse me, sir, Mr. Tionary! I have a question of the utmost importance regarding the knowledge that will be imparted 
upon the students at this educational institution.

Mr. Tionary had been confronted by difficult parents before,  and he was prepared to go through his usual routine of 
calm faced kindness.  

Mr. Tionary turns to face a surprisingly kind, round face  staring back at him at eye-level. 

MR. TIONARY  

Thank you for your question, ma?am?

MIRIAM WEBSTER  

Excuse me, sir, but I?m down here!

Mr. Tionary?s head whips down to face a serious and, he was slightly embarrassed to admit, intimidating looking little 
girl with light brown pigtails.  

MR. TIONARY 

I- err- umm-- 

MIRIAM WEBSTER turns to stack some thick books into her cubby. She has to stand on tip-toes to reach the shelf.

MIRIAM WEBSTER 

(to herself, but rather loudly)  

(MORE)

Tolstoy, you can go right here. And Jules Verne, you?re right beside him. Fitzgerald, you?ll find your  

snug accommodations against the right cubby wall, and you, Charles Dickens, get the place of honor  

right here! I know the place will meet your very Great Expectations. 

Miriam Webster turns back to face Mr. Tionary.  

MIRIAM WEBSTER (CONT'D) 

Pardon me. Allow me to introduce myself. My name is Miriam Webster. 

Mr. Tionary, dumbstruck, shakes MIRIAM WEBSTER?s outstretched  hand.  
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I, like most individuals, consider myself to be a complicated person. When I think of who I am, I 
see different parts of my life. One part is my friends - bad friends, good friends, friends who have stayed 
with me through it all. Another part is school - I try to strive for the best, and I?m determined to get the 
scores I want. I contain so many different parts of my personality. However, one of the biggest parts of my 
identity is being Indian.

My parents were both born and raised in India. They arrived in the United States many years 
ago. I have lived in Ann Arbor my entire life. Indians have vast extended families, close-knit families, and 
families with whom you can feel at ease at any time and in any place. A majority of my family lives in 
India. Living in another country thousands of miles away from there, it?s harder to be as close with my 
extended family. When I communicate with them, however, I still feel wonderful and close to them. That 
strikes me as awe-inspiring.

Indians who live and grow up in India have this acronym - ABCD. American Born Confused 
Desis (desis are Indians), for people who grow up in the States, and are biologically Indian, though not 
really being a part of the culture and community. Another major objective of mine is to avoid being an 
ABCD. I know a lot of folks who have no idea what their religion or traditions are. I consider myself quite 
fortunate that my parents taught me about the gods to which Indians devote themselves, as well as the 
holidays and major events that occur throughout the year. I?m fascinated by my heritage, by the religion, 
the customs, and the traditions. Thus, I don?t consider myself to be an ABCD.

I participate in a variety of Indian activities. I've been doing Bharatanatyam, a style of Southern 
Indian classical dance, since I was in kindergarten. I absolutely enjoy myself when I?m dancing. I feel as if 
I'm transported into Indian culture and religion at once. I feel like I?m honoring the gods, my ancestors. 
Another Indian activity I participate in is Carnatic music, a type of singing. I love singing about my 
culture, singing songs written thousands of years ago.

One of the aspects of being Indian that I enjoy the most is the community in which I am 
growing up. Family, friends, neighbors. Somehow, Indians seem to recognize each other, and be 
comfortable with each other at once. I have grown up with family friends and the Indian community all 
around me, and I would have it no other way. 

The one aspect of being Indian that I want to work on is learning my native language. I don?t 
speak any languages, except for English. Growing up in the United States, I only heard English around me. 
Of course, I hear Hindi in my household here and there, and when I call my grandparents they try to teach 
me a couple words in my mother tongue, but it isn?t easy to pick up a new language when I don?t hear it 
around me too often. When I observe other teenagers my age, I notice that the ones that didn?t start 
learning their mother tongue from birth rarely ever learned it during their childhood. When you grow 
older, you get busier and busier, and start focusing on academics, extracurriculars, and college, instead of 
learning your language from your own country. Therefore, I am determined to learn the language of my 
ancestors and family.

In conclusion, I love the close-knit family, the various activities that are to do with the Hindu 
gods and history, the community around me, and the Indian languages. Although I live thousands of miles 
away from India, I feel like India is all around me. Being Indian is a big part of my identity and my life, and 
I feel extremely lucky and beyond grateful because of this.

The Biggest  Par t  of  My Ident it y, 
Mir a   Jayar aman

Bar n, Ter esA  Li
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immor tal ize     me.

when i wither and wilt

and you watch on,

looking all the same,

cherish me

remember me, as

young, youthful,

yours.

if you choose to fulfill your promise,

turn my grey ashes to silver stars

and let me govern the summer night skies.

yest er year .

i see your large calloused hands

hands i gripped so hard i was sure you would gripe.

as i squeezed my eyes closed in the night

and you leaned back

whispered,

?icarus, it?ll be alright

the shadows can?t hurt you when i?m by your side?

just follow my lead and hold on tight.?

i see the shell beaded necklace hanging down to your 
chest.

the day we visited the sea,

the water rippled around you

liquid sapphires

melted at the touch of a being so bright.

threading the final conch onto leather twine,

i laid in a comforting blanket of warm sand

watching you from afar;

the gentle breeze that toyed with your golden hair

the monuments of muscle that lined your marble carved 
back

your radiant smile as you wrestled the tenacious waves.

you

you blind me.

t he  night s  we  wal t zed.

each time you abandoned your chariot in the sky

the world would swim in ink,

 and while others drowned,

 we would dance

your light illuminating all of me.

when  t he  star s  and  sun   int er t wined,  
midnighT  gat es
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As the first light of dawn crept over the horizon, the vibrant yellow of the sun transformed the dark, 
gloomy waters of the Tyrrhenian Sea to an endless sea of gold. The shimmering sea welcomed the giant, 
wooden ships of merchants, who prepared for a long day of trading with treasures from all over the world. 
With the growing sun shining light upon the spectacular stone city, the citizens of Pompeii began to wake.

 

Within minutes, shingles shattered on the ground, and people collapsed to their knees as the city trembled. 
A white cloud rose from the mountain and was quickly replaced by an ash gray mushroom cloud, 
obliterating the sun and turning day into night. Molten lava crept over the top of the volcano and crawled 
towards the city. The fiery lava radiated against the dark sky as the treeline burst into flames. A thundering 
boom shook the town, and multiple buildings collapsed. Pieces of molten rock began falling from the sky,  
piercing and burning flesh. Their screams were met by another deafening boom. 

Sprinting to escape the incoming wave of smoke, he tripped on a dead body, striking his head against the 
wall of a building. He looked deep into the eyes of the lifeless body. Its face, arms, and chest were charred 
from severe burns, and its legs had been burned to ashes. The world faded away and welcomed the 
darkness. 

As the sun set over the horizon, and the gleaming, turquoise waters of the Tyrrhenian Sea gave way to an 
endless sea of gold. The sparkling waters of the ocean slowly faded as both the sun and the city fell into the 
abyss. 

Fr om  Gl or y  t o  Ashes, Ar j uN   Pr abhakar

t he  night s  we  wal t zed.

each time you abandoned your chariot in the sky

the world would swim in ink,

 and while others drowned,

 we would dance

your light illuminating all of me.
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Wang Z, MegaN  Peng
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LETTERS TO  eILEITHYIA, GRACE  LIU
i visit eileithyia?s temple on sunday. by morning, i am no longer clean, virtual.

instead, i am left with dirt & nails & a watermelon seed, sprouting with that

right to life ? writing letters from the belly of an unwilling mother,

chained. a misogynistic response ravages, in the land of avocados & ted cruz.

ensures that life of every child ? spared from the ravages of abortion.

you, pale-fleshed of a peeling america, call yourself the sun. what are we then

if not the son, icarus? us, calluses on our knuckles, forced to stuff

society down throat just to taste chalky bites of mint & fluorescent fear,

dissolving. no discrimination: a fucking free-for-all. you, preaching. the

most precious freedom ? is us, dying for fetus to live or maybe it?s the

overripe skin of grapefruit, splayed & shocking a bloodless sky or

maybe it?s just that freedom is for lives, but never ours.
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 The photo of Meyers Lake was narrowly discernible in the dark. Our dinner plates were 
shattered on the floor. The chair he pushed was sideways on the ground. A string of light peered 
through the kitchen window in between the curtain cracks. The table cloth was crumpled on the 
floor. The kitchen light flickered on and off. The dinner table stood in the middle of the room. I 
was in the kitchen, behind the table. I only caught a glimpse of his twisted, callous, expression. I 
was backed, harshly, against the refrigerator. The handle dug into my back, but I did not care. At 
that moment it was as if I was paralyzed. I wanted to be far away from my fiancé, for I repelled 
every entity of him. 

 All of my friends had warned me. Countless family members had implored me to leave him, 
but I refused. I never wavered and was loyal to a fault. I seldom questioned my fiancé which is 
why I could hardly process his betrayal. 

 ?You are sick!? he spat at me. I thought: Is this my lover? The person I have welcomed into my home 
and life?

 ?I just want you to answer the question.? It took all my strength to speak with a steady voice, but 
he sensed my fear. He yelled as if he was in pain. Almost howled. I was as furious, as I was 
terrified. I could not hold back my tears of rage. I could not make out if I was more angry, sad, or 
confused. It is plausible I was feeling a combination of each, though I could sense an underlying 
layer of shame. In a screaming outburst, I cried:

 ?Who are you, Cal?! How can you not answer my question? It is simple. Did you kill the girl they 
found in Meyers Lake, or not?!?

Meyers Lake was beautiful. Calian and I often ate lunch there. It was on the hospital campus, so 
we could eat together easily in between shifts. Calian and I were both nurses. Meyers Lake was 
beautiful until I imagined the girl?s dead body floating in the lake. Her skin turned blue. Her red 
hair became murky and dark. 

I recall one time when Cal and I were at lunch looking at the lake. He would tell me that when 
we figured out the details of our wedding, we would get married there. I want to marry the most 
beautiful woman in the world at the most beautiful place in the world, he would say. I chortled at the 
idea of getting married in a hospital campus, but I never entirely opposed the idea. I love Calian 
and I would marry him anywhere. After all, Meyers Lake was beautiful. 

 I looked back at Calian: trying to read his expression. Within the dim light, I was able to make 
out the wrinkled corner of his mouth. A sickly squeaking sound came from him. Was he crying? 
I paused, with accusations and outbursts stuck in the pit of my throat. The absence of coherent 
thoughts compelled me to oppugn myself. Was I really imagining all this: accusing the man I 
love of murder? I was still pressed against the refrigerator, but I craned my neck to get a closer 
look at him. Every part of me searched for my fault and his innocence. I saw the apple of his 
cheeks raise up to his mouth. His lips were raised, sharp at the corners, for he was not crying. His 
teeth shined against his dark olive skin. He was laughing. Cackling is a better word. He was 
beside himself with laughs and wheezes. His smile looked frightening and preposterous. As he 
cackled it seemed as if I grew smaller and smaller until I was nothing. He devoured me like a 
predator takes its prey.

 ?You have one creative mind, Andisha,?  he said in between breathy cackles. He rested against 
the table with his arms crossed. His head turned to the ceiling as he laughed. My mouth gaped 
open, I was breathless. I could feel my heart pounding against the refrigerator. My hands 
grasped the counter to my left. I had to steady myself. 

Meyer s Lake, Amanee  Singh
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I nearly scream as the ambulance hits my body, forgetting again that nothing can hurt me 

anymore. I became a ghost a few minutes ago, died from a car crash. I follow the ambulance 

carrying my body like a breeze of wind. At least I fulfilled my childhood dream of flying. I had 

never realized before that this city is so lively. Sunshine rains down on the crowded road, clouds 

crawl slowly through the clear air, and people frown at the sirens as the ambulance rushes by. 

But I can?t feel the warmth of the sun nor the freshness of the air. 

Everything is so sudden and unreal as if I am just in a dream. I stare at my body on the operating 

table. ?I died in such an ugly way,?  I exclaim, ?can?t the doctor at least wipe my bloody face? Mom 

will hate me even more if she sees this.? 

My mom is standing outside the operation room; she must be listening to the news of my death. 

She trembles as she walks to my body and kneels down burying her head in the white blanket.

This is the first time I see my mom cry. I feel like her tears are drowning my heart. 

I never knew that mom would care about my death. I want to cry with her. I can?t even recall my 

last word to mom. ?I?m sorry,?  I whisper although I know she can?t hear me. ?I?m sorry that I 

couldn?t make you proud of me. It?s just that I found it burdensome to live under all the rules. I 

like being this carefree. Please don?t cry for me.?

Don't  Cr y f or  Me, Annie  Zhu
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The moon's intense rays remain gleaming 

magnified by the presence of snow

The creaking window screaming a sorry song in mourning, 

while the cottage waits for morning

mirroring the dark lonely heart of a widowed soul

Guilt glistened in whispers of fog

The shadow left alone ? a heart filled with smog

A widow left with nothing to spare

A widow and a ghost, a broken pair  

Unt it l ed, Moonbug
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Who am I? I?m Austril. But everyone in this 
world calls me Austin. This world, it?s a funny 
place. For one, there are no elves and fairies, 
which is very odd considering that they are 
the most powerful creatures on the planet 
and the entire universe. Also, humans call 
them myths. If only they could see what is 
right in front of them. Ah, magic. Humans 
are blind to Magic. Goblins may be color 
blind but humans live without magic, in 
anger and despair. That is what I have learned 
from my many years in this world. Cruelty is 
permitted. Punishment is for the good and 
the innocent. The people who help, end up in 
war and the people who laze, end up in bliss.

My thoughts were interrupted by a young 
boy, maybe 10 years old.  He seemed sort of 
tall though, so 11? 12? 

?Hello Sir! I??  The boy started.

?Whatever you're selling, I am not interested!? 
I snapped. I was in no mood to deal with little 
tricksters selling rip offs on New Years? eve. I 
looked up and the boy was still standing 
there. ?Look kid, I?m not going to spend any 
money tonight.?  I explained slowly. The boy 
looked very confused.

?Umm? Sir? I?m not selling anything. I 
simply wanted to ask you something.?  The 
boy stated, now in a quieter, more timid tone. 
I just nodded at him, eager to get this over 
with. ?You see, I know you're not?.?  He starts 
?From this world?  He drops into a low 
whisper at the end. I sat there in silence, 
waiting for him to say it was just a joke and 
how ?old?  I am. But he didn't. ?Please sir, I 
need your help!?  The boy began to beg. 

?Fine, come with me, and keep your mouth 

shut!?  I muttered, leading him to a secluded 
area of the gathering. Every year the Larc?s, 
the most wealthy family on this quiet New 
Jersey street, hosted a large New Year eve 
gathering. They threw parties year round. 
Easter parties, Valentine?s day festival, 
Fourth of July fireworks, start of the school 
year celebration, Halloween extravaganza, 
Thanksgiving feast, Hanukkah dance, the 
annual Christmas Ball, and the New Years? 
countdown. Any event you can think of. It?s a 
terrible place to be if you're like me. I hate the 
joy and laughter. It's unsettling that such 
cruel monsters can still live with their guilt 
and hatred and even more so that they can 
laugh and dance and love. It?s almost 
inhumane. 

 I turned back to the boy and whispered 
?What do you need?! And keep the volume 
low will ya??

?Yes sir. You see I've had these dreams, 
prophecies if you will?  He begins ?Something 
about a grove right outside but inside. I?ve 
seen different languages, symbols. I heard 
noises. What is happening to me sir??  Of 
course I was shocked. I?d heard stories of the 
Chavez. They were all said to be 
myths?fairytales. 

?What?s your name kid??

 ?Levi.  And sir if you know something, just 
say it!? 

?Kid-uh-Levi, look I don?t know how to say 
this?but you have to leave. You are a 
dangerous person, you could harm people 
with a flick of your hand. It?s best if you go, 
and go soon! The longer you stay the more 
chance we?ll all die.?

The Hear t , t he Ring, and t he Cr own, Lor - z 
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In my peripheral vision is my closest competitor. Keeping my head down, stretching my 

hand out, I am first to the wall, securing the title of overall best swimmer for my age 

group at the National Black Heritage Swim Championship Meet. Every Memorial Day 

weekend for the past 6 years, I experience what it is like to compete against swimmers 

that look like me. Each year I look forward to this particular meet because I get to be in 

the majority on deck, and it?s comforting to know that I am surrounded by other black 

swimmers who also seek solace in this meet. Returning home to local competitions in 

Michigan, I go back to being the darkest on the deck and the only one who has trouble 

managing their hair with swim caps. Thinking about how I felt in North Carolina made 

me determined to create a more diverse swimming environment for myself and fellow 

underrepresented swimmers here in Michigan.  Over the past year, I have developed 

creative solutions to generate more diversity within swimming, to make it more fun and 

inclusive.  

A Cr eat ive Lens, 
mor gan  mat his
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The town elders convened in the shack behind the synagogue every week to smoke and talk of their 
problems. The lawn was mud and the clothes they had on were not much better. In fact everything in this 
old Polish village was muddy and rusted and rotten, the men with the long white beards were just too 
foolish to see it. It looked like rain as the aging men filed into the shack.

 ?Be out by five!?  the rabbi heckled out of the window of his second floor study to the sages, a group of the 
oldest and most foolish denizens of Chelm.

 ?Yeah, yeah,?  Grunam, the disheveled leader of the group, said, ?we?ll be out when the villains of Chelm??

 ?What??  the rabbi snapped.

 ?Well, when they aren?t villains any more.?

 ?You?re going to confront Mr. Warmenof??  The rabbi replied mockingly.

 ?Don?t use his name!?

 ?Oh fine, ?the village thief,??  the rabbi said with air quotes.

 ?Thank you. We?ll be out by six,?  Grunam said, exasperated.

?Five!?

The door slammed. The elders one by one took their places in the dim candle-lit shack. Then Grunam 
brought the meeting to order with a frying pan and wooden spoon.

?We have a problem,?  Grunam started.

?I know. Somebody forgot to bring the blintzes,?  one of the sages said as they shot a look across the room.

?No. The problem of the baker.?

?What?s the problem! He makes delicious challah six days a week!?  somebody said stuffing a biscuit into 
their mouth.

?Exactly. What are we supposed to do on Sunday! We can?t bake our own bread on the day of rest!?  The 
crowd mumbled in agreement.

?But the baker can?t either!?

?That is why I have called us all here today. We will fast and think of the baker.?

And so commenced the meeting. The town elders stroked their beards and made the customary thinking 
noises for ten days and ten nights. Finally Grunam slammed his hands on the table and stood up.

?What is it?? one of the town elders asked.

?I?ve figured it out,?  Grunam proclaimed.

?What is it, oh wise one??

?The problem is the Torah.?

The assembly gasped.

?How could you say such a thing!?? 

Grunam put his hands out in front of him to comfort them, ?The Torah tells us that we must rest on 
Sunday because on the seventh day God rested.?

They nodded their heads.

Chal l ah   in   Chel m
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?So, all we have to do is to change the Torah so that God rested on the second day, Tuesday, and all our 
troubles will be solved. The baker will have no excuse to rest on Sunday, and we will have bread on every 
day of the week.?

?But how are we to change the Torah??

?We?ll simply paste another passage over the one we want to change,?  said Grunam matter-of-factly.

?Won?t they notice??

?Nobody ever looks in there anyway.?

There was a pause as they took slurps of piping hot coffee.

 ?But who knows how to scribe??  said another gesturing with a scone.

 They stroked their beards and thought for the better part of 10 minutes about this. Finally one of the 
sages slammed their hands on the table and stood up.

 ?Ow.?

 ?What is it??

 ?Well this table is just really hard and you made it look??

 ?No, not your hands. Why did you stand up??

 ?Oh? he said, taken aback, ?the rabbi knows how to scribe.?

 ?Ah! That?s an excellent idea. I don?t know why I hadn?t thought of it earlier,?  exclaimed Grunam.

 So they walked around the building to the huge oak front door. Grunam knocked. The vibration echoed 
throughout the huge building. Finally the council heard tiny quick footsteps against the stone. The 
rabbi swung the door wide open.

 ?Yes.?

 ?What??

 ?Yes, I?ll do it.?

 ?So the rabbi truly does see all!?

 ?You?re right outside my window, nincompoops.?

The rabbi in his characteristic style took out his walking stick and bonked the closest sage once on the 
head. The rabbi was a short man of seventy and did not like to play games. He turned and went inside, 
leaving the door open. The council stood slack-jawed at the door. It started to rain. The little rabbi once 
again toddled to the door.

?Well don?t just stand there!?

?Of course,?  Grunam said. Then he turned and started to shuffle off to his shack.

?What fools,?  the rabbi sighed as he adjusted his yarmulke. 

Back in the shack the sages struggled with the wording of the passage with factions emerging. There were 
of course the traditionalists (and on the second day God rested) and then there were those who wanted to 
make it extra clear that they meant Tuesday (On the second  day (starting with Monday as the first) 
(making the second Tuesday) God rested (meaning that you should probably also rest) (on the second 
day)(Tuesday)) and every shade in between. Finally they brought the passage before the rabbi to write 
into the Torah. The rabbi responded that he had already written it.

Anj aN  Singer  
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A man passes worn dollar bills across the counter. Marco exchanges the money for two 

plates with scrambled eggs on them, and gives the man a well intentioned pat on the back. 

He pulls up his puffy chef?s hat before ducking under the arched doorway and exiting into a 

back room labeled kitchen. Let it be known that the man provided with the breakfast did not 

ask for scrambled eggs; it was left unspoken that this is what the man orders each morning, 

and so this is what is prepared without question. The man shuffles to the corner booth 

widely known as his. The familiar smell of oil frying and Chef Marco?s voice raising hell, 

screaming at the waiter to ?get the lady her effing coffee? may become hectic to the average 

person, but the man has found routine in Marco?s. Now seated with the plates of scrambled 

eggs, he glances to his left and pushes the breakfast to the woman he sees beside him. He 

knows that eggs are Eloise?s favorite food. He pokes his fork around at his own meal, but 

ultimately realizes, as he does each morning, that today is not going to be the day that his 

distaste for eggs subsides. The man feels the room watching tentatively as he glances up to 

see Eloise finish off the last portion of her meal. A few people he vaguely recognizes say a 

polite good morning or wish him well, but the majority of the customers in the room tilt 

their heads with an emotion he cannot quite register, in the agonizing way some do, and 

continue on. The muddy curtains are swept aside from their spot at the window as a gust of 

unforgiving wind rushes through the building, and only then does the man realize that 

outside the safety of the enclosed diner, a small rainfall he noticed earlier had become a 

storm. The man is only slightly put off by this storm and relatches the glass hooks. One little 

boy with floppy brown hair and a troublemaker grin tugs on his father?s suit sleeve and 

points at the man. Despite his father?s efforts, the little boy squirms out of his tight grasp 

and scurries to the man?s booth, looking up at him with wide eyes. He begins to speak. I?m 

sorry for your- Marco appears like Aladdin's genie, picks the boy up by his belt, and tosses him 

back to the father with a warning glance. The man is told that this boy is always striking up 

conversation with the regulars, that this experience is nothing out of the ordinary. Just like a 

rainstorm in mid- July was nothing out of the ordinary. And so he takes it at face value and 

forgets the floppy-haired troublemaker. The man asks Eloise if she is full, and hears that 

Eloise is not. And so the man, as he figures out each morning, offers her the untouched food 

El oise, Anna  j ude
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on his plate, and he hears her accept. And so the man is content. The man calls for Chef 

Marco, who obediently appears like a dog summoned for dinner, or more appropriately a 

chef serving his oldest friend. When the man explains that Eloise doesn?t drink pulp in her 

orange juice, Chef Marco searches his face for something that he evidently he does not find, 

and rushes to the kitchen to pour a new glass, reassuring the man that it is pulp free. The 

man wonders if he should recognize the chef, but doesn?t and this bothers him. Like a 

hushed secret you know you were told but cannot remember and cannot be told again. 

Fifteen minutes pass and the rain begins to slow, which the man takes as a sign to leave. The 

man pulls the chair out for Eloise, and the legs of the chair scrape the floor panels 

dangerously. The man has made a point to never let Eloise exit her seat without help, not 

because she cannot, but because he believes that true gentlemen always assist their ladies in 

endeavors like these. Or so he says. The real reason why the man always pulls out her chair is 

because, although he refuses to admit it, the two are not as young as they once were. Their 

bones are becoming more brittle, little accidents are beginning to take up more and more 

recovery time, and small things like a clip of the knee put him in physical therapy for 

months. Little injuries are not so little anymore. Come to think of it, the man recalls Eloise 

having a small accident years ago?the details are too fuzzy for him to 

remember?something about a? He exits the diner.

The man does not realize that he has gone to Marco?s every day for many years. Tomorrow, 

it will come as a surprise to the man that he does not like scrambled eggs: he does not know 

that this is his regular order. And it will come as a surprise to the man that he doesn?t 

remember the names of his servers: he does not know they wear name tags and are never 

replaced. And it would come as the biggest surprise to the man if he found out that his old 

friend at the diner has been keeping pulp free orange juice in his kitchen, because he knows 

that the man will request it for Eloise each morning, even though Eloise passed away in the 

accident fourteen years ago. 

Bereavement hallucination: the imagining of family members or close friends. The disorder 

includes a wide spectrum of symptoms, from feeling the deceased?s presence to thinking you 

can hear them speak and feel their touch.
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There was a monster under my bed 

I keep telling mom I saw his head 

Though I don't know if he is a friend 

I'm still scared of the monster under my bed.

In the morning when I hop out of bed 

I can still hear the growl from the monster under my bed

But Mom says it's all in my head 

As I get ready for bed 

I heard a voice that said, 

?Come under the bed.? 

I thought this might be the end.

As it turns out my monster was a friend 

He said that he wanted to be fed 

So I crept down the stairs to get some bread Mom was in the kitchen 

Who thought I was in bed 

She told me to go back to bed 

So I ran up the stairs and back into my bed 

Later that night I crept back down and got the bread 

It turns out my monster is named Fred ? 

But he can't eat bread.

So I ran back down and got some cheese instead

The Gl ut en   Fr ee   Monst er , 
Cor A  Kowal ski
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?Both ugliness and beauty are curses. Only conf idence is my countenance.? 

?Tonight we have a visitor from Ithaca,?  rang out my father?s voice. ?Son of Odysseus, step 

forward and make your petition.?

A boy with curly brown hair, no older than I, stumbled before our royal table. Evening 

moonlight shone through the hall?s window and illuminated his ghostly pale face. I made sure to track the 

motion of his eyes. First he looked at my mother. Typical. Everyone wanted a glimpse of the golden hair, 

the almond eyes--the face that had launched one thousand ships. Next he looked at my elder sister and 

brother, shiny-haired, radiant; then at my crimson-bearded father, dripping with furs and silver; then at 

my younger sister Paphos, black-haired, nestled in my mother?s lap; then finally at me. When our gazes 

met, I did not imagine the shock on his face. I heard him think, what is something so ugly doing next to these 

people that look like gods?

The crowd of nobles swayed hypnotizingly around him. He hesitated briefly. 

?I am...I am Telemachus, son of Odysseus,?  he began timidly.

My father did not stand. ?That we already know,?  he croaked. ?Do not stammer, boy. And have 

you no manners? Your first duty is to congratulate me. Two of my children, Hermione and Megapenthes, 

shall be wed to noble spouses tomorrow. I should think the son of sage Odysseus would know his place as a 

guest.?

?I...I...many congratulations to you, King Menelaus,?  he spoke as he knelt in penance. 

?Yes, they will have fine marriages. It is a shame I could find no bride for my ugly son 

Nicostratus though--gods help the woman he eventually weds,?  my father jested, gesturing at me.

I should have been used to his cruelty by then; my father had always scorned me publicly. But 

despite the frequency with which it occurred, my face still pinked as the nobles shrieked with laughter. 

Telemachus, dumbfounded, did not know how to respond. 

?Why have you come here to Sparta??  asked Menelaus. 

?My lord,?  Telemachus said, clearing his throat. ?My house is in great peril. I come seeking news 

of my father Odysseus. Why has he not returned to Ithaca from the war at Troy??

?What ails your house??

Telemachus tensed. ?My mother?s suitors have invaded our home. They have taken up with the 

The   Silver    Bowl    of    Hephaest us
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maids of the house and have eaten our food stores. I must find my father, for only he can fend off these 

men.?

?Why can you not defend your house yourself? Are you not a man?? 

He blushed. ?I would not be successful, lord. I have little training and few allies.?

?Fool,?  scoffed my father. ?If I were you, I would slaughter the suitors one by one and then hang 

those sluts of maids. As for your father, I may know of his location. What gift do you offer??

?My king??

?What gift do you offer in exchange for my news of Odysseus? You cannot expect something for 

nothing.?

?I am sorry, but I did not?could not bring anything. I sailed here in a haste while trying to slip 

away from the suitors. I did not presume there would be a price for your advice. My mother always taught 

me it was customary for a host to bear gifts for his guests, not the reverse.?

?You insolent boy!?  spat Menelaus. ?You arrive in my palace, eat my food, demand my advice, and 

then have the gall to ask me for a gift while offering none in return??

?No! My king, that is not what I??

?SILENCE! You wish for a gift? I?ll give you one, you pest. It?s rocky in Ithaca, yes? All cliffs and 

mountains??

Telemachus gave the barest nod. 

?Then you may take my golden chariot and a pair of my finest horses to pull it.?

This was cruel, for Telemachus could never use a chariot on such jagged terrain. The nobles burst 

into laughter again. 

?You may go,?  said my father and waved an ancient, trembling hand in dismissal. 

Telemachus was shocked, almost close to tears, but did not protest. He bowed once more and 

shuffled towards the back of the chamber. 

?No more petitions! You are all dismissed!?  roared Menelaus. 

The crowd of nobles dispersed and funneled from the hall. I stood from the table quickly, 

wishing to get away from my father and siblings. As I exited the hall and walked towards my bedroom, 

something inside me began to tremble. 

dixon   mil l er
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What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas is a common phrase used to cover up and conceal wrong and 

predatory behavior. This type of rhetoric is harmful and suppresses victims of abuse and violence. 

Ideologies and mindsets like this are practiced throughout South Asian communities. I, as a South Asian, 

have witnessed these trends. The prevailing patriarchal system, public image, lack of resources, high rate of 

forced marriages, and immigration systems in South Asian communities normalize and empower men to 

abuse their families without repercussions.

There is a culture among South Asians that allows men to be abusers and dominate their 

spouses. Patriarchal culture enables and normalizes domestic violence toward South Asian women, which 

leads to abuse thought of as a woman?s burden. Many believe that to conform to misogynistic South Asian 

gender roles, women must accept domestic abuse. Speaking out against your abuser is a difficult concept 

for South Asian women to grasp. In South Asia, there are no political, legislative, or social sources of 

support for victims of domestic violence. This lack of resources is prevalent in the west because many 

immigrant women, especially those with an H-4 visa, rely on their spouses to maintain residency in the 

United States and in other western countries. Humza Husain explained that ?deportation is the single 

largest concern for battered immigrant women seeking to leave abusive relationships.?  It is also true that 

most immigrant women come to western countries with only their family as a support system. Limiting a 

woman?s social network increases the control of a man on his wife. Due to the normalization and  

misogynistic beliefs rooted in South Asian and immigrant families, women would often not find refuge 

with their families if they defied their abusers.

These ideologies affect the South Asian community as a whole. My father is an outstanding man 

and an even better father, and I will always admire him, but he has fallen victim to this toxic culture. I idly 

remember when my father told me I should be grateful he does not abuse me, my sister, or my mother like 

other men in our family. He said this made him a good father. Multiple aunts of mine have suffered years 

of abuse at the hands of their husbands?. He weaponized his sisters? trauma to use as leverage against me. 

To say that the standard for South Asian men is to not be abusive is to normalize relationship and family 

violence. 

One time, I remember my cousin and I counted the good men in our family. The only criteria 

was that they did not hit their wives and, still, many missed the mark. To this day, men in my family are 

allowed to abuse and control their wives and children without question. One day I overheard a story about 

one of my aunts and her husband. My aunt?s husband had a long day at work and came home tired. My 

aunt was upset because he left the door open and let the cold air into the house. Her husband responded by 

punching her in the face and knocking out her front teeth. After that day, I never called him ?uncle?  again. 

I recognized that there was not much I could do, but I refused to affiliate that man with my family. 

Tol er at ed   Abuse   in   Sout h   Asian   Househol ds 
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Referring to him as a husband is my intolerance of his abuse. Though the majority of my family refused to 

stand up for my aunt, I could not turn a blind eye to his unforgivable actions. Even so, my aunt still lives 

with her husband because of the obligation she feels.

Recently, a Lifecourse IPV and Help-Seeking Study revealed 97% of Indian and Pakistani abuse 

victims have experienced physical violence from an intimate partner. A recent study in Boston also 

reported that 79% of South Asians recalled being hit regularly as a child. In a recent ApiGbv study, 21 ? 

55% of Asian women in the U.S. reported physical and/or sexual violence from an intimate partner. 

Recently, Anita Raj and Jay G. Silverman explained that 1 in 6 South Asian women in the United States are 

at high risk for intimate partner violence, with 40% reporting abuse from an intimate partner in their 

current relationship. According to these resources, it is easy to see that violence occurs at a high rate 

towards South Asian people. Numerous women suffer in silence and have no way to defy their abusers.

Public image is also heavily ingrained into South Asian mindsets. South Asians are often known 

as ?people pleasers?  and will dictate their lives based on the standards of public opinion. Stereotypes like 

the model minority image perpetuate anxiety surrounding public image. The model minority mindset 

views Asian people as the standard for people of color and superior to other races and minorities. This 

mindset is a harmful myth and has been a cause for anti-Blackness in the Asian community. This view 

depicts Asians as almost on the same level as white people but discredits and disregards the struggles and 

disparities that Asian people face around the globe. This image deters public attention from the abuse in 

South Asian communities. The model minority mindset causes Asian individuals to concentrate on their 

public image and perception. To assimilate with public opinion, many women conform to gender roles, 

which are misogynistic and patriarchal. These biased gender spheres force women to accept and tolerate 

abuse from men.

Forced marriages occur at an increasingly high rate in South Asia. Over 50% of global forced 

marriages occur in South Asia, according to DW. Authorities and political representatives continuously 

turn a blind eye to forced marriages in India and other South Asian countries. Oftentimes, parents arrange 

marriages for their daughters in the interest of money and social standings. Women in South Asia are put 

in very vulnerable positions when they are forcefully married off. Forced marriages take away a woman?s 

voice and belittle her into a source of gain. In forced marriages, men are considered solely by their money 

and social class. There is no regard for a man?s character, which often leaves women to be paired with 

violent abusers. One of my aunts met her husband a week before their marriage. Because of this match, she 

has suffered years of emotional and physical marital abuse, as have her children. Unfortunately, cases like 

my aunt?s occur frequently. Abuse is a reality for the majority of women who are forced into marriages by 

their families.

SoLAnA  St r awber r y
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I hear their breath it's spoken but quiet

I hear the noise of laughing at my notice

I hear the way they strike me with their words 

I hear the way they're trying to hurt

I see the way they say my name 

I see the way they look my way 

I see the way they make it seem okay  

I see the way they taunt my ways 

I feel their eyes on me at all times 

I feel their cruel state of mind

I feel the weight they leave on you 

I feel the hurt they're trying glue 

I don?t know why they use their breath to fight mine 

I don't know why they have the urge to see me cry

I don't know why I have the urge to fight back 

But I know that they are just trying to attack

Unt it l ed, A  Rose
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May 2015

As I drive down the hill I had just turned onto, I go over the route to the 
dentist in my head. For some reason, I can?t picture the roads I needed to go 
on. Wind blows through my open window ruffling what?s left of my hair. 

Warm for February. I get to the next intersection and a battle breaks out in 
my brain again. Left wins. Another few miles pass by. Bright lights on 

billboards flash in front of endless traffic. Where am I? I should be at the 
dentist by now, shouldn?t I? Trees zip by in a blur of dark green and umber 
brown. I slam my fists on the horn as I somehow wind up back at the same 
steephill that is my driveway. I drive down the driveway, hop out of the car, 
and slam the door behind me. Brightly colored flowers blow in the wind. 

Odd for February.

December 2019

I walk to the next door in the hallway. Finally the bathroom. I lie down on 
the oddly soft toilet. Getting up quickly, I close the door to the bathroom 

behind me. I start to walk back to bed. Wait a second, I still need to go to the 
bathroom! I walk to the next door. I use the toilet as fast as possible. Weird 
that the toilet doesn?t have a back to it. Walking out of the room, I realize I 
still need to use the toilet. I walk to the next room, go quickly, come back 
and walk to my bedroom. I put my two pairs of glasses that I found in the 

bathroom on the floor next to me and go back to sleep.

April 2020

 I am sitting watching T.V. In the show there is a married couple. They are 
nice. They are kind to each other. It looks like it would be nice to be 

married. I wonder if I?ve ever been married. I ask Judy, ?Have I ever been 
married??  She looks at me like she?s sad for a moment before smiling and 

saying, ?You are married.? 

?Really? To whom??

?Me.?

May 2021

I open the mailbox. Envelopes! I take the mail. Judy rushes over to me. 

?You can?t take that! It?s not your mail,?  she says, taking the mail from me. I 
take the mail back. 

?But my mailbox didn?t have mail!?

?So you can?t take someone else's mail!?

She takes the mail from me and puts it back in the mailbox. I stomp away. I 
am angry. I want to go home.

The  Decl ine, MonicA  Kovacs
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The GameStop frenzy of January 2021 opened the public?s eyes to the controversies of the investing 

world. A classic David versus Goliath story, it reignited a national debate over the practice of short 

selling, which had quieted down since the housing market collapse of 2008. 

For many new investors, the GameStop story was their first introduction to the practice of short 

selling. With the advent of apps making trading easier and more accessible than ever, it is crucial that 

everyday investors and teenagers understand the downside of short selling before hopping on the 

bandwagon.

At a time when our economy is in a precarious position, businesses are suffering, and we are slowly 

rebounding from the tumultuous COVID pandemic, the premise of capitalizing on businesses? failures 

is a slippery slope toward undermining the health of the economy. While the practice of short selling 

can benefit the market to some extent by maintaining fair stock valuation, price liquidity and hedging 

investments, rising investors should avoid short selling because it is inherently immoral, encourages 

market manipulation, and primarily benefits a very limited number of wealthy and powerful entities.

 Short selling is a type of investment in which investors borrow shares of a stock and sell them 

instantly, in the belief that the price of the stock will drop in the near future. If the stock price indeed 

tumbles, the short sellers buy back the shares at the lower price, return them to their original owner, 

and walk away with a profit. However, if the price rises, the short sellers incur a loss. For example, if an 

investor were to borrow and sell, or "short", a $10 share, then it drops in price to $3, the investor would 

purchase and return the share to the original owner, making a $7 profit. However, if the stock price 

rises to $17 instead of dropping, the investor would lose $7 when they purchase and return the share to 

the original owner. The most a short seller can gain in this example is $10 if the share were to drop to 

$0. The potential losses, on the other hand, are unlimited because the stock value does not have a 

ceiling.

Short selling is a gamble where investors either win big or lose bigger.

Don'T Sel l  Your sel f  Shor T, Ziyad  Emar a
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I am King. No matter what, I am still the King. Although, most have shunned me, believing me to be 

undeserving of my position. Even more so after the first attempt at ending my life remained fruitless. I 

sent out my guards to find the man who vied for my power. The guards that I sent out opened the gates, 

behind them trundled a large prison wagon, a large piece of dark knotted wood with rusted iron bars. ?We 

found him,?  they shouted, getting off their horses.

I stood from my large gold throne and slowly walked down the steps towards the large iron gates into the 

courtyard to greet them. They bowed low in respect and in turn, I acknowledged them. They opened the 

wagon doors, a loud groan emitting from the rusted bolts. Inside was a dirty figure, no features could be 

seen in the dark. Suddenly, they lunged at me. One of the guards behind me tackled him to the ground. The 

guard held him us so that I may see his face. It was my brother. The world collapsed around me, the wind 

blowing in my ears. The surroundings all muddled together, I could only see his betrayal.

?I guess you figured it out, didn?t you? Undeserving of your power, as always,?  my brother sneered in my 

face, getting dragged back into the prison wagon. A triumphant grin on his face.

I turned away, not wanting to believe who was there. Turning to the guards, I begged for an answer about 

my brother, but they simply told me the truth.  

?We found the poisons in his bed, we?re sorry your majesty.?  One of the guards answered, offering his 

condolences.

My heart seized with grief and guilt, choking me. I could sense the people around me judging, but at that 

point, I just couldn?t afford to care. I would have to kill my brother, the ultimate crime.

A  Godly  King, al ex    dasilva
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The   mess   of    our    consumer ism,  
Renia  Kahn
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"Savor this sunset. It might be the last one 
we ever see."

* * *

I wake up with a throbbing pain in the back 
of my head. As my eyes regain focus, I look 
around me. It's dark, but out of the corner 
of my eye, I see the faint glow of a lantern. I 
turn towards the light and gasp. Inside the 
ticket jar is a small golden orb no larger 
than the fist of my hand. Light swirls 
around it in glittering streaks of yellow and 
orange. I inch closer, and once I am close 
enough, I reach out. The jar feels light in my 
hands, and I can't help but stare at its 
contents. 

The previous night's events 
come back to me, and I realize the radio is 
still on. This is what I hear:

"We wait impatiently for news on what 
happened with the ray of light that shot 
from the sun last night. An analysis of the 
angle at which the ray flew towards the 
Earth has pinpointed that the ray struck 
somewhere in downtown New York City. 
Witnesses say they felt a shock when the ray 
hit, but no one knows exactly where it fell. 
Scientists hypothesize that the Earth may 
have absorbed the energy of the ray. The 
small part of the sun that escaped through 
satellite 0879's hole may now be a part of 
the Earth. Stay tuned; we'll be back with 
more information soon."

I switch off the radio. Looking 
back at the glow in the jar, I know the truth. 
I know the sun didn't just get absorbed and 
disappear. It was captured. Here. In the jar 
in my hands. I call the police through the 
voice-activated phone system on the 
rooftop and wait as the phone rings. 

A woman picks up and says, 
"911, what's your emergency?"

"Hi, well I, umm, I think that I 
kinda caught the sunray that escaped last 
night. I have it here on my apartment 
rooftop. Umm, it kinda looks like a glowing 
orb? I think someone should come and 
check this out."

"I'm sorry, ma'am, I don't have 
time for this. I must have already received 
thirty calls from people claiming they know 
what happened to the ray of light. After 

checking out the first five, we realized it?s 
just people like you looking for media 
attention in a crisis. Call back when you 
have an actual emergency."

"No, really! Just let me turn on 
the video for this call, and you can see it for 
yourself." A couple seconds later, I see a 
holographic image of the police dispatcher, 
and she can see one of me. "See? I was telling 
the truth!"

"I'm sorry, ma'am, but I don't 
see a thing, just an empty jar."

"What? That's impossible. 
Maybe I have to bring it closer to the 
camera."

"I still can't see it. Now, don't 
feel bad. It is common for stressful 
situations to elicit delusions. You may want 
to see a doctor, though."

"No! I'm telling the?" she 
hangs up.

I stare at my little ball of 
sunlight. It has only grown in beauty since I 
last looked at it. It is always moving, and I 
feel like I could watch it forever and never 
get bored.

I run through a quick list in 
my head: I am the only one who can see this 
sliver of the sun, it does not give off heat, 
and it is not bright enough to function as 
any sort of lantern. It doesn't seem to have a 
use, yet I can't seem to take my eyes off of it. 

The father?s words float back to me from 
last night. Savor this sunset. It might be the 
last one you ever see.

Those words that once sounded so foolish, 
now begin to take meaning in my mind. The 
sun, the light, the color. A phenomenon 
with no apparent use, yet irresistible. 
Holding it in my hands. The glow, the 
sparkle, the shimmer. Making me want to 
see it again.

The sudden understanding 
hits me. Even if something doesn't have a 
use, it doesn't mean it isn't worth keeping. 
The act of being beautiful is enough. I look 
around, this new appreciation changing my 
perception of the world around me. I sit 
down, hold my sunlight in my lap, and 
breathe.

The    beaut y    of     t he   sun,   sil v iA  Abbasi
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?Oh! It?s here!?  said Pat Um.

?What is??  asked his Daughter, Tessa Um.

?Tommy, get it please,?  his dad requested.

?Okay!?  he replied.

 Tommy ran to the door abruptly, and brought it inside. He shook it and no sound came out. Curiously, he 
handed it to his dad.

 Before we continue, there are some things you should know about the Um family. Pat Um is a single dad, 
who renews his prime membership every year, and refuses to pay for shipping. If it has shipping costs, he 
won?t buy it. Tessa Um is a stereotypical 15 year old teenage girl, who has high levels of sass. Tommy Um is a 
boy who is ten, but is as clueless as they come. They had just come back from a vacation. Tessa had just 
humiliated what today?s world would call a nerd. They were a little financially strained, thanks to amazon.

?What is it??  he said, curiously. His dad opened it, and inside was another box. Tessa grabbed it.

?A box??  she asked inquisitively.

?That?s weird.?  The doorbell rang. Then it rang again. It rang once more for good measure.

?All right I?m coming. Sheesh,?  his daughter said. She brought another amazon package. This one was a little 
heavier. ?How many amazon packages did you order?? 

The doorbell rang again.

Tommy ran to the door and saw 58 amazon packages outside. A truck pulled up the curb and dumped more 
out.

?What the?.??  mumbled Tommy. More Trucks pull up from the curb and amazon packages come tumbling 
out. They start reaching into the lawn and onto the street. Soon they reach out into the neighbors lawn too. 
There are small packages and large packages. Tall packages and short packages. Packages marked biohazard 
and TNT and marked as fragile. One package was so big it looked the size of their living room. Tessa and Pat 
stepped outside. Tessa looks at the sticker on a box.

?Look! That?s not our address!?  She exclaims.

Ping!

?Oh, that?s my phone,?  says Pat. He pulls it out. ?Check out the news,?  he says.

?No. It?s boring,?  replies his daughter. ?It gives me a headache. Her dad ignores her and continues to read.

?Hmm. Here it says Jeff Bezo..?

?Stop, the news is boring,?  his son interrupts. He ignores him and continues.

?It says that he said that someone hacked amazon and delivered every single amazon package to a single 
house.?  ?I wonder whose house that is.?

?Hmm, whose house could that be,?  says Tessa sarcastically.

?I wonder whose house too. Maybe it?s the white house!?  Tommy replies. ?That would be funny.?

?It?s ours, you dolt!?

?Whatever!?  And he begins to climb a pile of boxes. Ignoring the fact that boxes are not soft, he jumps off 
from the pile.

?Canonbaaaaaall!?  He says. ?Ow!?

Covered in boxes, he sticks out his hand, showing a thumbs up gesture.

?Boxes are hard,?  he states.

?Idiot,?  his sister replies.

Boxes have now covered the whole neighborhood.
An Open Box, 
Adhr it   Bhar at h
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The gusts of wind blow, 

The rain pounds and the skies thunder, 

The pollen floats and the buds 
germinate.

Slowly, 

the buds begin to grow and rise,

root and blossom.

The gentle pluck of harp strings, and 

clacks of piano keys fill her ears, 

replacing the buzz of intolerable bugs.

Dullness of muds, 

and nostalgia of rains, 

are replaced with chatter of friends, 

laughter of children, 

and happiness of hers.

The little fairy dances.

A little gracefully,

A little sadly, 

A little happily.

Flying   int o   Summer , Anj ana   Kanakamedal a

Her silky clothes, 

stick to her skin,

like sap from a ripened fruit, 

lifting her into the warmed skies

and spirited clouds.

Her netted skirts,

flow through the wind, 

like puffs of a cloudy

dandelion, flowing her through

the wind,

whispering feelings of  color.

In her mind,

she already feels.

The summer grasses tickle her ears, 

and the fireflies lighten her eyes.

To finally see the sun,

warmth, 

and light, 

shall she finally beam,

brighter than any gleaming rays of the sun,

this world has ever seen.
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The Power of  the Glow

When I say a glow appears 

In the dark of the night, 

Oh how queer

That it forms right 

When the wolves howl 

Every 29 days.

The glow is gone

In the midst of the wind

That howls when high tide comes.

Oh how this glow

Burns brightly in the palm of my hand

Although I have no idea

What its intention is.

Could it be from the depths of my soul, 

Where nothing but memories lay? 
Or perhaps from the heart, 

Where nothing except instinct is visible?

Or maybe from the mind, 

Where nothing except battle of voices are heard?

Could this glow

Be in union with the wolves

Who howls in mystery at the moon

Which is buried in the stars 

The stars, which glows with fiery fire

Or could this glow

Be soaring with the eagle

in the majestic big blue sky

The  Ear t h's  Real it y, Jasmine  T.  
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Where clouds lay with the sun

Overlooking grand forests

And the waterfall that worships the rainbow?

Oh how this glow

Could be dancing in the embers of the fire 

with the sparks that fly in the air

And holds hands with the fireflies

But how enigmatic it is 

When this glow could be skipping across the midnight sky 

With the owls that spreads their wings

Skimming the canopy of the dark oak trees.

Oh how this glow

That burns brightly in the palm of my hand

Could be the glow that hugs my soul, heart, and mind?

The one that whispers to them in secret about

The dandelions that sway in the wind?

Oh how the glow that 

Dances with the fireflies, 

Soars with the eagle, 

Howls with the wolves,

Oh could this glow

Be the one story 

That no one but itself can tell? 

Maybe. 

Maybe it is the story that the fireflies that it dances with, 

the eagle it soars with, 

And the wolves it howls with 

Can tell. 

Al ien  Fl ower , Al eshA  Hassan
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The June 7/June 14, 2021 issue of Time magazine was, for the most part, typical in its 

sensibilities. The cover article debated the merits of returning to work in person. There was a profile 

piece on Representative (and foil to Liz Cheney) Elise Stefanik. A scathing exposé revealed the 

rampant racism at West Point. However, one article stood out. Entertainment columnist Stephanie 

Zacharek wrote ?Is It Time to Retire the Villain Origin Story??  in response to the release of the movie 

Cruella. The article criticizes the format and newfound popularity of villain origin stories but misses 

the mark in a few crucial ways. Cruella deserves a defense.

Regardless of the opines of cynical critics, Cruella is still an enjoyable (dare I say good?) 

film. It is, at its center, a staunchly feminist revenge story. Emma Thompson?s character, the 

Baroness, is a perfect example of the failure of the ?girlboss? mentality. To what lengths must she go to 

maintain her position of power? Mistreating workers? Attempting murder? True, the Baroness 

exemplifies the trope as stretched to the extreme, but she still serves as a distinctly cautionary figure. 

Her very existence seems to scream, ?This is what happens when you value money and power over 

compassion!?

This isn?t to say that a woman in power is a bad thing. Rather, bad things happen when 

greed for power overtakes a woman?s core values. Nor is this exclusive to women; being power-hungry 

is nearly universally identified as a negative trait. Regardless, the Baroness? ruthless attitude 

contrasts with Estella?s curiosity, and, after renaming herself, Cruella?s boundless ambition. After all, 

there is a difference between ambition and thirst for power. If one is power-hungry, it is an insatiable 

desire to gain more than what one already possesses. It plays by no rules. However, to be ambitious is 

to exceed expectations within one?s moral limits. It requires an impressive amount of self-control to 

remain within the limits, but Cruella stays true to herself throughout her movie. Whereas the 

Baroness is a caution of how not to achieve and maintain power, Cruella exemplifies how to win a 

fight even when the other side is playing unfairly. She gets by on her own wit and talent, with a 

In  def ense  of   Cr uel l a: A  Rebut tal   t o  St ephanie  Zachar ek, 
Ver a  Wor die  
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distinctive twist in her use of a stereotypically effeminate art such as fashion to be a powerful weapon. 

Cruella sets itself apart from other villain origin stories by also serving as a subversive act of bold 

feminism.

Among reviews of Cruella, including Zacharek?s, a common complaint is that the titular 

character is too different from the familiar outing in the 1961 Disney film 101 Dalmatians. What 

happened to her extravagance, her staunch disregard for canine life? Does the traumatic murder of a 

parent by her boss warrant a desire to kill puppies later in life? But these two Cruellas are a world 

apart. They share nothing but a name and a love for fashion. Cruella is not a prequel; it is a 

reimagining. The world has changed significantly in the past sixty years, and rewriting a character to 

reflect modern sensibilities is not a bad thing. Gregory Maguire?s novel Wicked wasn?t a backstory for 

the Wicked Witch of the West, it was adapting a character from a much older novel. The sole focus of 

these works is to turn the character inside out, make them someone unfamiliar, reveal the facets 

previously left buried. 

?Why did the Cruella from 101 Dalmatians change so much??  is the wrong question. Rather, 

we should be asking, ?How will this Cruella change 101 Dalmatians??  It is clear that the universe of the 

animated film exists far away from that of its supposed prequel. Cruella of Cruella is much younger. 

She lives in the 1970s, not the 1950s. She is on friendly terms with Anita Darling. Critics cannot 

handle the supposed retcon (retroactive [in]continuity) of the character, but it is not a retcon at all. 

This is not the Cruella of the 101 Dalmatians we know. This Cruella will forge her own version of the 

story.

Villain origin stories don?t only provide creative outlets to re-examine a character, they 

also reflect a necessary shift in society?s thinking. As oh-so-many minorities will be able to tell you, 

vilifying and otherizing anyone ?different? was a largely accepted practice in past decades. After all, 

many villains in older stories are very one-note evil, Cruella and the Wicked Witch included. 

In  def ense  of   Cr uel l a: A  Rebut tal   t o  St ephanie  Zachar ek, 
Ver a  Wor die  
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Intro: Creating

A creative action must involve creating 
something. Oxford Languages claims that the 
origin of ?create?  is to ?form out of nothing?, which 
aligns with the general assumption that there 
should be few rules and guidelines in creativity in 
that true fine art is to be a revolutionary product 
conjured up from nothing too definitely similar 
to what has been created before. In fact, many 
synonyms listed by Oxford Languages for 
?creative?  invoke feelings of beautifully 
improvised newness that deviate from the norm. 
Yet, must ?the norm?  only refer to rules, and can a 
specific form not be reused, creatively, without 
there being a twist to the basic form itself? In 
other words, is it that the path of an idea can never 
be followed twice in two different directions 
creatively? If a 20th Century composer composes a 
Baroque Sarabande without incorporating in it 
anything from past the Baroque time period, then, 
as creativity seems to be the measure for artistic 
worth, would it be artistically worthless, even if it 
may be practically worthy? 

If that were the case, then all truly creative 
artworks would be very uncreatively creative.

Creativity in the Use of  Rules 
(Conventionality & Mindlessness)

Creations need not be refreshing for society?s sake; 
nor must they be revolutionary for that of history. 
There exists a different and more subtle sort of 
creativity, in which it is unimportant whether the 
form and rules are to be observed, and in which 
the ?conjuring? comes not boldly from a dramatic 
revolution, but gracefully from a simple idea. 
(This is not to say that dramatic and revolutionary 
things cannot be creative; however, it is also not 
necessarily true that creations with less basis are 
better than creations with more basis.)

To ?form out of nothing?, or to create, is to produce 
something that has not been created before. Thus, 
any product of applications of rules that have 
been truly pondered through, as opposed to 
mindlessly copied exactly from a previous 
creation, would be creative. In a similar vein, 
anyone who ponders these creations are 
recreating them in their mind, and, thus, even as 
they are being copied, the reconstruction of these 

creations is creative. The repetition does not 
diminish the creativity, as the creation is only 
recreated in a different mind and space that has 
not yet received the creation. Thus, when multiple 
individuals coincidentally apply the same rules to 
the same objects in the same procedure and result 
in the ?same?  creation, not one individual is being 
uncreative. Analysis, therefore, is an example of 
creativity.

Thus, as long as one is mindful, one may always 
gain new things from any task; said new things 
would therefore be the creations of said task. The 
existence of mindless rules that one follows as one 
fulfills one?s task is, practically, inevitable. One 
may ?form out of nothing?  in the sense that one 
may form new things, but behind such a layer 
there must be conventions and rules that one is 
inevitably impacted by ? even the determined 
revolutionary must have something to rebel 
against. This ?mindlessness? comes not from 
laziness or uncreativity, but from the limits of the 
human mind. One cannot register and understand 
every force in the universe that impacts oneself, 
one?s creations, and even one?s mind. (In fact, it is 
entirely possible that such a limit of consciousness 
of our minds is what prohibits us from creating AI 
with the same level of consciousness as us. We 
cannot completely consciously and purposefully 
create something we don?t fully understand. 
Paradoxically, should our level of consciousness 
of our own consciousness be elevated so that we 
can fully understand our consciousness, as our 
consciousness is elevated, the additional 
complexities of our consciousness once again 
limits us from fully understanding how we 
understand. This is perhaps caused by the double 
use of ?consciousness? in ?consciousness of our 
consciousness?, an example of self-reference 
perhaps somewhat reminiscent of Hofstadter?s 
?Strange Loop?. As a result of this paradox, we may 
never be able to design something that thinks 
exactly how we think.) However, there being 
aspects of the creating process that the creator 
must be mindless of does not hinder the 
mindfulness that necessitates creativity (whether 
expressed in a physical medium or simply 
through thought) and vice versa.

Rules shall therefore be employed, and forms and 
conventions be followed.

On   Cr eat iv it y    in    Discipl ined     Discipl ines, 
Vict or iA  Zhan G      
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(This letter should start with Hello and I love you.) Dear Ma. I?m sorry; I 

lied from the very start. There are so many foreign words leaking out of 

this bullfrog heart and no beginning to this ài, second generation love. 

(Remember it should not make sense.) Listen to me. Some morning ago, I 

squeezed the last spoonful of spiderweb honey into a skeleton?s mouth, 

looked up, and saw a nostalgic face in a lightbulb. (Then, get buzzed in a 

piss-warm bar until your mouth is a Venus flytrap and smalltalk is the 

fly.) A light?s tangibility can be so lonely, Ma. The china dolls nestled    in 

my breastbone are so birdlike that I fear they will collapse with a single 

word. My throat is filling with golden soil and I?ve found that I cannot 

kill the parts of me that choke. (Peel back a tangerine until the flesh 

screams, pith flailing like a fat leaf in the wind.) Ba, I will slice my    

tongue in sacrifice. Please dig your own grave. Funny how humans live 
facing death, flowing. (Paint a new religion in the corner of a 

honeysuckle sky until they, too, forget.) In another life, they?ll ask for 

some god, shén, to blow inheritance into their ears.

this   bullfrog mouth           a 

woman?s blood pools my  tongue       etched     

                         with        inheritance

Diaspor a   Homewr ecker , 
Mil A  Gibson
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BREAD, 
MegaN  Peng
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Read   on, f r iends!

In order to include a wider variety of writers in this smaller spring 
edition, we've printed an excerpt of many pieces in this volume. We 
hope your appetites crave more, that your curiosity leads you to follow 
the QR code below. 
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Dear Gryphons, 

Banana Yoshimoto?s writing pulls you in with ease. She asks that you take a second look at the everyday 
objects around you and then assigns that item a new meaning? one that invades the soul. One that upon 
reflection has been there all along. 

Many of the pieces in this volume remind me of Yoshimoto?s writing. They pull you in? just for a 
moment? and then release you with a deeper well of ideas to consider. 

Each artist took a chance to create a work they wished to share with our community. My editorial board 
and I are so honored to publish them in our 42nd volume. One, that as Ridhi mentioned in her opening 
letter, has made its way back to print. Congratulations to the featured winners of the McDowell Awards 
and the fantastic honorable mentions. We are proud to bring attention to your pieces with the help of 
Mrs. Becky Randolph. 

To the creatives who find themselves published for the first time, bravo! Your voices are so important? 
continue to share your craft. 

If you submitted a piece that did not end up in this publication, please know that deciding what fit into 
these 60 pages was a Herculean task. We hope you resubmit in the years to come because we dearly want 
to work with each of you. 

To our readers, thank you for championing these students. Thank you, as well, for giving them a bit of 
grace if you spot a mistake. We are all learners in this life. 

To my editorial board, and our fearless leader Ridhi Gupta, to see you all discuss each piece with such 
care and attention was the highlight of my year. I am truly inspired by you. 

Take a moment, dive back in, and celebrate these published artists.

Thank you for reading, 

Didi Conti
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"Little by little, light and air came into my heart. I was thrilled."  Banana Yoshimoto, Kitchen
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"Little by little, light and air came into my heart. I was thrilled."  Banana Yoshimoto, Kitchen
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